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ABSTMCT

In this paper, data from ihe Cencr-aiizec.
Reliability Data Organization (CREDO) are
used to calculate.failure rates and unsche-
duled Maintenance frequencies for liquid
metal valves. The*e failure rates and unsciu.-
duled maintenance frequencies are tlien com-
pared to those calculated Tor valves fron
light water reactors. The liquid metal
valves showed/ in e-neral, failure rates and
unscheduled maintenance frequencies that are
signifiantly lower than those of water valves
(sometimes as much as an order of magnitude)•
Two possible reasons for the trend of Iowe?
failure rates and maintenance frcquancies
for liquid metal valves are then discussed.

BACKGROUND

IN 1378 the -Centralized Reliability
Organization (CREDO) was established _t the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory ;0RAL; ay the
U.S. Department of Energy's ;DdE'j; Cr'fice
of Breeder Technology Programs. CREDO'S
goals were to develop ar..i maiKtfci.i an
advanced reactor commoner, t reliub-lity ciutt
base and data analysis center tc support
DOE's reliability,' availability, and
maintainability (RAM) data r.t:ed& .:. the
areas of advanced reactor risk aacl safety
assessments. Since" no comprehensive date:
sources for advanced reactor component
reliability data existed prior to the
establishment of CREDO, safety ar.d reliabil-
ity analyses of advanced reactors were often
performed utilizing RAM data from light
water reactors (LWRs). This LVJR dace, was
either extrapolated in some fashion or was
used directly for LMR analyses. In this
paper, failure rates and unscheduled
maintenance frequencies (important measures
of reliability) of liquid metal valves are
calculated from CREDO data and then compared
directly to similar measures of reliability
obtained from typical LKR data sources.

DATA SOURCES

For several years, CREDO has been col-
lecting liquid metal component reliability
data from U.S. experimental reactors, U.S.
test loops, and recently from a Japanese LMR



and several Japanese liquid metal test facili-
ties. Data on 8000 components (over 300 Mil-
lion operating hours) has been collected.
Of these components, over 700 (representing
over 25 million operating hours) are from
liquid metal valves. All of this data is
stored in a fully retrievable and highly flex-
ible data base designed to give CREDO users
great freedom in describing the component
population of interest.

Two published reports, one published by
the InrPlant Reliability Data System
IIPRDS). the otheV by the Nuclear Plaat
Reliability Data System (NPRDS). were the
sources of LWR valve data used in this
sAudy. These two reports were chosen for
their comprehensive nature and coapatuoility
with the CREDO system.

METHODOLOGY

This paper focuses on two fc.easu.vs of
' reliability (failure rates and unscheduled
maintenance frequency) in order to examine
differences in the operation ot valves which
process distinctly different mediums i.e.
liquid metal and water. Failure rates were
calculated using only those valve ar.oiaalics
which net the definition of failure giver.
below, while unscheduled maintenance frequen-
cies were calculated using all anomalies
which Caused a work request to be written.
CREDO has several "methods ;'or estimating
these two quantities, but the l&ck of detail
in the LWR data allowed only the most simple
of the methods to be used. Thus, all faili.ru
rates (and maintenance frequencies) wore cal-
culated by assuming an exponential distribu-
tion of times -to failure. That is

-\

= X/T where \ failure rate (per hour
N - number of failures
T - total operating tine

(hours)

Maintenance frequencies ware calculated
similarly.

Since CREDO was primarily intended to
supply data for safety and reliability anal-
yses, and only minimally for component
design purposes, there is a functional
philosophy inherent in the CREDO system.
This philosophy is that component
boundaries, systems, and failures are



defined froa a functional viewpoint, and this
perspective ii* reflected in the definitions
used in this study. The "valve" component
was defined as the valve body, internals,
operator, and anj» other mechanical parts
necessary for the proper functioning of the
valve. Power supplies (electrical and pneu-
matic) and controllers were considered
external to the valve. A valve was consid-
ered to have experienced a "failure" if it
ceased to -satisfactorily perform its
designed function. Failures v.-ore classed as
either "complete," "representing toial fail-
ure to function, or "partial," representing
partial loss of function.

RESULTS

The majority of liquid metal valves iw
the CREDO system are of either the gate or
globe type, and thus this comparison was
restricted to* only these types. Table 1
shows failure rates for globe valves broken
down by failure node. Notice that liquid
i..etal valves show, in general, failure. ?e.xes
uihich are significantly lower than the fail-
ure rates for LWR valves presented by IPRDS,
and about the same magnitude as the failure
rates of NPRDS valves. The K?RDS figures do
not, however, include failures of the valve
operator and thus the values quoted are prob-
ably low. Gate „valves showed a similar
trend (4.34 * 10~° tcilures par hoar for LKR
valves as opposed to 12.9 * 10~ for IPRDS
water valves).

Unscheduled maintenance frequencies for
globe valves are shown in Table 2. These
also were significantly lower .for liquid
metal valves, as were the unscneduied main-
tenance frequencies for gate valves (2.15 *
10~ per hour for LMR gate valves versus
15.2 • 10 for IPRDS gate valves.)

The rate of failure to operate per
demand was also calculated for globe valves.
Liquid metal valves failed to operate 2.41 *
10 times per demand while LWR valves failed
to operate 15.0 * 10~ tines per demand (LWR
data from IPRDS).

Two possible reasons for the lower fail-
ure rates of liquid metal valves immediately
stand out. The first is rather obvious.
Pressurized water reactors operate at pres-
sures whJch are almost two orders of



Table 1: Failures Per 10 Hours for Globe Valves

Failure Node

Complete

Failure to operate

Change of state

External leak

Flow leak

Partial

Degraded operation

External leak

Flow leak

Overall

Valves
CREDO

.74

.18

.18

.32

.3

.09 ,

1.81

LWR
iPRDS

2.0

.32

.18

2.6

6.5

1.9

13.5

Valves
NPRDS*

1.1

.01

.03

.61

2.8

.13

4.GS



Table 2: Unscheduled Maintenance Frequency

for Globe Valves (per 10 hours)

Operator Type.

Manual**

Motor

Pneuaatic

LXR Valve
CpEDO

.04

4.81 *•

4.24

LKR
• IPRDS

4.46

44.4

* 36.2

Valve

mans*
1.22

12.3

13.5

Overall . 2.15 15.2 6.98

* Does not include all failures of valve operator.

** Includes valves for which operator type was not
available.



Magnitude greater than those of liquid Metal
systems. It stands to reason, and has been
shown experiMentally, that failure rates of
valves increase as pressures increase.
Thus, the difference in pressures is a
contributing factor for the different
failure rates. This can further be seen by
noting that the failure rate for the
external leak failure Mode, which is the
Mode Most affected by pressure, is a factor
of twenty higher for LWR valves while the
failure rate for all other uodes combined is
only a factor of atoout five higher for LWR
valves.

Discussions with operations and main-
tenance experts familiar with liquid xetal
valves revealed another possible reason for
the lower failure rates of liquid metal
valves. The liquid metal component develop-
ment program was very conscious 01' both the
i.•;.'. ,.!IH: conditions imposed by the liquid
:.ur....ti. environment and cu the major conse-
quences of a liquid Metal leak, and thus
liquid Metal valves were often designed with
safuty and reliability Margins not typically
found in water valves. For example, most
liquid metal valves are made of stainless
steel and compatible stellites, most have
redundar.t stem seals (bellows and packing),
and Many are monitored to prevent excessive
cecperature gradients from developing acroas
the valve body. Also, concerns over sodium
oxide binding o f the valve stem led
designers to use over-sized operators while
also including features to prevent
over-stressing of the valve stem and body.
In short, LKR valves seen . to be
overdesigned.

There are many factors that probably
contribute to the lower failure" rates and
maintenance frequencies of liquid metal
valves. For example, there are slight dif-
ferences in temperatures between the two
types of reactors. Also, all liquid metal
data came from DOE test facilities and
experimental reactors while LWR data came
from commercial reactors. However, it is
felt that different pressures and conserva-
tive designs are the two biggest contribu-
tors to the trend.



For both types (gate and globe) of
valves considered in this study, liquid
metal valves generally showed significantly
lower failure rates and unscheduled mainte-
nance frequencies fe.ian those of light water
valves. This seems to indicate that those
analysts who use LKR data directly for LMR
analyses tend to be somewhat conservative.
Different operating pressures and conserva-
tive designs for liquid metal valves are two
probable reasons for the lower failure rates,
and analysts should be aware of this when
applying light water component data to
liquid *etal systems.
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